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We give the helicity amplitudes for the process WW ~ LL, and examine the validity of the 
equivalence theorem by comparing longitudinal W scattering with the corresponding unphysical 
Higgs scattering. We also study the production rates of fourth-generation heavy leptons and 
neutrinos in the effective W approximation. 
1. Introduction 
The number  of generations of quarks and leptons is still unknown within the 
f ramework of standard electroweak model. More generations may exist. Hence, it 
becomes important  to investigate the production of possible new generations at 
future colliders. 
As higher energies are reached so that the parton sub-energies are much greater 
than the W -+ and Z ° masses, the W ÷ and Z ° bosons can be treated as constituents 
of the parton. This is named as the effective W approximation [1]. 
Recent studies have shown tlaat vector-boson fusion plays an important role in 
the production of heavy Higgs bosons [1,2], vector-boson pairs [3] and heavy 
leptons [4]. Furthermore, the effective W approximation has been shown to be quite 
accurate [4]. Hence, the vector-boson fusion mechanism will be of great interest for 
future colliders. 
In this paper, we present the scattering amplitudes for each helicity state for the 
processes 
W - W + ~ L  L + or N N ,  
Z ° Z  ° ~ L - L  + or N N ,  
W - Z 0 - - .  L - ~ ,  
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where L and N are a sequential fourth-generation charged heavy lepton and its 
associated neutrino, respectively. We consider the case that N might be massive. The 
amplitudes, which have not previously appeared in the literature, can be used in 
future calculations. Cross sections are shown for some choices of fS- and possible 
lepton and Higgs boson masses. Then, we compare the results with those obtained 
using the equivalence theorem [5]. We conclude that caution is required when using 
the equivalence theorem if the Higgs width is not negligible. (W always includes 
W +- and Z ° unless the charge is specified.) In sect. 7, we compare our results with 
previous work [4] where possible. 
2. The "extended" standard model 
2.1. MODEL 
In order to be specific about the couplings of a heavy lepton, we assume a 
sequential fourth generation, and extend the standard electroweak model, SU(2)L × 
U(1)v, by allowing the existence of a right-handed neutrino, which accordingly is 
massive. We also assume there are no A,L~,",/SL, A,Ny"3,SN, or A,N'~"N cou- 
plings. Here L -  is the fourth generation electron, and N is the fourth generation 
neutrino. They form an SU(2) doublet 
We also assume there is no mixing between leptons. Then the complete lagrangian 
of this model will be the same as the standard model lagrangian [6], except for the 
A°fermion_Hig~s part. Essentially, we are assuming an effective lagrangian for a fourth 
generation. As usual we have one complex doublet Higgs scalar 
, =  
id? + 
V+ H- i~b  ° (2.2) 
where v is the vacuum expectation value, H is the Higgs scalar, ~+ and ~0 are 
unphysical Higgs scalars. 
The Higgs lagrangian is 
= ÷ - - X ( 2 . 3 )  
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The lepton part o f  *~ fe rmion -Higgs  is 
i m N + , _ _ .  
"~lepton-Higgs = - N m N N - L m L  L + ~--~-g~ww ~ (N(1 - 75)L) 
i m r ,  m _ 
2~c2- g ~ q ) -  (-L(1 + @)N) - ½g Mw'"N H ( N N ) -  1 '  I I /1W m N  0 - -  ' ,-z-* N) 
i m L + _ i m L 
2,~r ~- g~wwq~ (N(1 + 75)L) + ~-~-g~wwq5 (-L(1- 75)N) 
m L - m L - 
~g~ww H(LL) + ½ i g - - ~ ° ( L T S L  ) . M w  (2.4) 
Here m N and m L are the fourth-generation neutrino and electron masses, respec- 
tively, and M w is the gauge-boson W + mass. 
2.2. N O T A T I O N  
We follow the notation of Bjorken and Drell, and work in the 't Hoof t -Feynman 
gauge. Also we denote sin 0 w by S w, cos 0 w by C w, and 
e 
g = - - ,  (2.5) 
Sw 
m n is the Higgs mass. 
Ot 
aw= ~w 2 . (2.6) 
3 .  U n i t a r i t y  
For a heavy-fermion pair production through WW fusion, the dominant mecha- 
nism is longitudinally polarized W-boson scattering [4]. Since our effective la- 
grangian is different from the lagrangian of the standard model only in its 
fourth-generation Higgs-fermion couplings, the Ward identity [7] should still hold. 
This can be proved by explicitly working out the calculation of 13 Feynman graphs 
involved in the Ward identity equation [7] corresponding to the process W - W  +---, 
L L +. Instead, we will examine the high-energy behavior of W~-W~---> L L + as an 
example to verify the unitarity of this effective lagrangian. 
In the high-energy limit, the polarization vector E~0)(k ) of the longitudinally 
polarized W-boson is approximately 
k/L 
e~°)(k)-~" M ~ "  (3.1) 
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Using 4-momentum conservation, and the equations of motion 
(7" Pz + mL)V( P2) = 0 ,  
U(P1)(7" Pt - mL) = 0, (3.2) 
we can get the following results corresponding to t- and s-channel diagrams. 
(a )  = U ( - 2 y - q ) ( 1  - yS)V (3.3) 
( 'q) + U  - 2 m 2 ( 1 - ~ , 5 ) ~  2- V (3.4) 
+ U( - -4mL)V , (3.5) 
(b) = U(-Zy-q(aS2w - 1 + @ ) ) V  (3.6) 
+ U ( - 2 m L ( 4 S 2 - 1 ) ) V ,  (3.7) 
( c ) =  U(-2"y.q(-4SRw))V (3.8) 
+ U(--2mL(--4Saw))V, (3.9) 
S 
( d) = U(2mL)V S -  m2 , (3.10) 
with 
q =  kl - PI" 
We have suppressed a factor igZ/(8M~v) for each term, and also taken mN = 0 
for simplicity. In eq. (3.10), S is the square of the c.m. energy. Let us check the 
cancellations 
(3.3) + (3.6) + (3.8) = O, (3.11) 
(3.5) + (3.7) + (3.9) = U ( - 2 m L ) V ,  (3.12) 
y.q S ) 
(3.4) + (3 .10)= U - 2 m ~ ( 1  - y 5 ) 7  + 2m L S -  m---~H V. (3 .13)  
We see that after the substitution 
S m~ 
- -  + 1,  (3 .14)  
S - m  2 S - m  2 
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all the terms with bad behavior, which are proportional to S or v~,  cancel. (This 
can be seen explicitly from the exact amplitudes in the appendix.) For S >> M 2 and 
S >> m 2, the scattering amplitude becomes 
M(WLW~--* L - L )  -- ig2 ( - 2 m Z ) U ( 1  - ys) 7"q  
8 u 2 ,  (3.15) 
Through straightforward algebra, eq. (3.15) gives the total cross section 
14 n(1 + B 1 
O ( W L W ~  L L+) -~ ~ -  \ ~ww } ~ 1 '  (3.16) 
with 
4m2 (3.17) 
13= 1 s 
Eq. (3.16) behaves like (m L/Mw)41n(o)/o,  with o = S / M 2 ;  therefore unitarity is 
not violated. Hence, we observe the gauge cancellation and consequently good 
high-energy behavior of the process WL-W~--* L L +. There is one subtlety here. 
For light-fermion production, the dominant production channel of WW fusion is 
through transversely polarized W-boson fusion, not longitudinally polarized W's, 
because the luminosity of transverse W's is larger than longitudinal W's and because 
of the ( m L / M w )  4 factor. 
From the equivalence theorem [5], we know that the asymptotic behavior of the 
longitudinally polarized W-bosons can be represented by their corresponding un- 
physical Higgs particles. As emphasized in ref. [5], the equivalence theorem does not 
imply that we can simply replace the W-+-polarization vectors by eq. (3.1), if we 
demand the equivalence of the S-matrix to O ( M w / E ) .  Yet this statement is gauge 
dependent, and in 't Hooft-Feynman gauge the replacement (3.1) does display the 
main feature of the exact calculation results in the high-energy limit, as shown in 
sect. 5. 
4. Helicity amplitudes for the reaction VIV 2 -~ LIL 2 
4.1. KINEMATICS AND POLARIZATION VECTORS 
The 4-momentum assignment for the reaction VaV 2 -~ L1L 2 is shown in fig. 1. V 1 
stands for vector-boson-1, and L 1 for lepton-1. We shall work in the vector-boson 
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,%;£~';V I ~ L ~  ; 51 • rn~ 
2%, 
M2;Cf;V 2 ~' 'K z p2~\L2 ; S 2 ; rrl 2 
• 0(i) 
• 'V(2) 
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the process V1V 2 ~ LIL 2. 
VxV 2 center-of-mass frame. The 4-momenta  can be chosen to be 
kf= (k~o,O,O, X), 
(k o,O, O , - K ) ,  
P/ '  = (P10, PSo,O, PCo), 
P ~ =  ( P 2 o , - P S o , O , - P C o ) .  (4.1) 
The angle 0, as shown in fig. 2, is the angle between the 3-momenta  K and P, 
whose magni tudes  are K and P, separately. Also we define C o = cos 0, S o = sin 0. To 
establish conventions,  the polarization vectors of  the W-bosons are 
1 
( '1)~ = M--~l(K,O,O, klo), 
1 
(~E2)~)= ~2(K,0,0,-k2o), for X==0, 
((1)~ = ~ - ( 0 , - - 1 ,  - - i ,0 ) ,  
1 ( , 2 ) ~ + = ~ - ( 0 , 1 , - i , 0 ) ,  for A = =  + 1 ,  
= 
( ' 2 ) " - = ~ - ~ ( 0 , - 1 , - i , 0 ) ,  for ~ t = = - l ,  
where XI(A2) represents the helicity of vector-boson VI(V2). 
L' 
V! : ~ /  V 2 Y >2 
/ - -  
L~" 
Fig. 2. The coordinate system for the process VIV 2 - - *  L1L 2 in the center-of mass frame of V1V 2. 
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4.2. THE METHOD OF CALCULATION 
To get the scattering amplitude for each helicity state, we adopt the projection 
operator technique developed in ref. [8]. Since we are working in a different metric 
from that in ref. [8], we summarize the relevant identities as follows. 
Let U(Pt ,  s u hi)  denote the Dirac spinor for a spin- ~ particle, mass m~, moving 
with momentum PI ~, polarization s t, and helicity h 1. Similarly the Dirac spinor for 
an anti-fermion is denoted as V ( P  2, s> h2). Dirac spinors are normalized so that 
UU = 2m 1 , 
Define 
then 
VV = --2m 2 . 
U(1) - U(P~, s~, h~), 
V(2) -- V(P2,  $2, h2) , 
U(1) U(1) = ½(7" P1 + ml)(1 + hits3'" Sl), 
(4.2) 
V(2)V(2) = t2(y. P2 - m2)(1 + h2~5~" $2), (4.3) 
V(2) U(1) = 14A -1(]/. P2  - m2)(1 + h2YsY" $2) 
X (y .  P1 + ml)(] + hlYsY'Sl), 
with 
A l=e-ia '+[(-mlm2+P1.P2)(1 -sl.s2) +P1 "s2P2"si] 1/2p+(1, 2) 
(4.4) 
+ e - i e - [ ( - m t r n z + P t ' * ° 2 ) (  l + s l ' s 2 ) - P l ' s 2 P z ' s l ]  1/2p-(1,2)  • (4.5) 
The projection operator is defined as 
P+(1,2)  - ~(1 + hlh2) , 
for the corresponding helicities h 1 and h 2. Furthermore, we will choose the phase 
factors • + and ~ -  to be zero, because we are interested in the scattering amplitude 
squared for each helicity state for the process WW --* LL. The same reasoning also 
applies to the choices of eqs. (4.1) and (4.6). The polarization vectors are 
P PlO 
S~ = D'I1 ~ r r l l  
) - -  - - S o - e C o , - i e , - - C o  + eS o , 
m l  
P P2O So ) - - ,  + eCo, - ie, P20 Co_  eS 0 , 
s ~  = m2 m2 - m2 
e << 1. (4.6) 
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0 is defined as in fig. 2. The reason a small transverse polarization vector is added is 
to make it possible to invert the corresponding projection operator [8]. 
Using the spin-projector operator method [8], we then have 
U ~ ( 1 ) F ~ ( 2 )  = ~(2)U~(1)F~/~ 
= T r ( V ( 2 )  U ( 1 ) F )  (4 .7 )  
for any tensor F~¢. Hence we can get the scattering amplitude M(hl,  X2, hi, h2), 
where Xi(X2) stands for the vector-boson Vi(V2) helicity, and hl(hR) for the lepton 
LI(L2) helicity. The differential cross section in the vector-boson V1V 2 c.m. frame is 
do 1 P 
d~2 - 64~r2S/( IMI2 (4.8) 
4.3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES 
For the reactions 
W ()tl) + W+(~t2) ---~ L-  (hi)  + L+(h2) ,  
W-(Xi )  q- W+(~k2) --+ N(h l )  + N(h2) ,  
Z°(Xl) q.-Z°(X2) ~ L - ( h l )  + L+(h2) ,  
Z°(Xi) + Z°(X2) --+ N(h i )  + N(h2) ,  (4.9) 
the scattering amplitudes M(XI, )'2, hi, h2) for different helicity states have the 
symmetry 
M(Xl, X2, hi, h2) = ( - 1 ) a X M ( - X 2 , - ~ - 1 , - h 2 , - h i ) ,  
with 
This is a consequence of 
massless, then 
CP 
AX = )'1 - ) '2- ( 4 . 1 0 )  
invariance. If the fourth-generation neutrino is 
M(Xi,  ~t 2, + ,  + )  
= M()tl,  ~k2, + ,  - ) 
= M()kl, ) k 2 , - , - )  
= 0 ,  (4.11) 
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for N N  productions. These are just the standard model results: only left-handed 
neutrinos and right-handed anti-neutrinos interact. Obviously, the total cross sec- 
tions of 
e + e - ~ W + W  - ' e + e - - - , z O z  0, 
can be found by using the scattering amplitudes given in the appendix, with both 
m L = 0 and m N = 0. After taking into account the correct spin-averaging factor and 
redefining the angle 0 as the angle between e + and W + momenta  in e+e - c.m. 
frame, we obtain a total cross section and differential cross section which agree with 
the results in ref. [9]. This is a check on our amplitudes for the case m L = m N = 0. In 
sects. 5 and 6, we will check our amplitudes in the regime S >> M2w using the 
equivalence theorem [5]. 
In the appendix, we work out the scattering amplitudes for each helicity state for 
the reaction VaV 2 ---, L1L 2 using the notation, method and symmetry properties 
stated in the previous subsections. 
4.4. DISCUSSION 
The scattering amplitudes are checked as follows. 
(1) The sum of the square of all helicity amplitudes with the same vector-boson 
helicities ~1 and )k 2 is checked to be the same as the results obtained using the 
conventional method of applying spinor-sum rules. The former is obtained by first 
taking the trace calculation of each helicity amplitude, as done in eq. (4.7), then 
summing over the square of those helicity amplitudes. The latter is obtained by first 
taking the square of the scattering amplitude, which includes Dirac spinors, then 
performing the trace calculation due to summing over the helicity states of fermions. 
The trace calculations were done using SCHOONSCHIP,  and have been partially 
checked by REDUCE.  
(2) In the limit m L = 0 and m N = 0, the resultant differential cross sections for 
e e + ~  W - W  + for fixed W and W + helicity states are checked to agree alge- 
braically with those in ref. [9]. The total cross section for e e + ~  Z°Z ° is also 
checked to agree numerically with those in ref. [9]. 
(3) In the high-energy limit, the total cross sections for longitudinal W scattering 
are checked numerically by comparing the results with those obtained from both the 
equivalence theorem [5] and the effective lagrangian [10]. These will be shown in 
later sections. They agree very well except nearby the Higgs resonance. 
5. Asymptotic behavior 
Although it is straightforward to calculate the total cross section using the 
scattering amplitudes in the appendix, the result is too lengthy to be expressed here. 
Those who need the cross sections can obtain them most easily by putting the 
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amplitudes directly in their own programs. Hence, in this section, we will present 
the asymptotic behavior of the total cross section for W~Wt+--+ L - L  +. More 
precisely, we start from the exact total cross section, then take its limit as S >> M 2,  
S >> m 2 and S >> m 2. Notice that we did not specify the Higgs mass here; it can be 
any number, as long as the above conditions are fulfilled. 
We define the dimensionless variables 
2 2 2 2 o = S / M  2 , y = m L / M w ,  x = m N / M w ,  (5.1) 
PH 
( - S + m 2 H ) M  2 
2 2 ( - - S + m ~ ) 2 + m H F H  
PHH 
M4 
2 2 ( - S  + m2) 2 + mnru 
I2 t = I n  
2 
1 - f l y -  - ( y - x )  
0 
2 
1+ /3  v -  - ( y - x )  
0 
(5.2) 
V/ 4y fly = 1 a (5.3) 
In the high-energy limit, the total cross section for W~W~--+ L - L  + is 
OLL T g l u t  + g2flP + g3aflP + g4 , (5.4) 
with 
gl  = -- ¼(X _ y ) 2  + ~ x y o p H ,  
g 2 = - ¼ [ 2 y 2 + y - a - 1  x ( 4 y - l - 2 x ) ]  
- ½y(y + 2 - x)oPH - ¼y(2y + 3)02PHH, 
g3 = ~Y [1 + 2oP H + 02PHH] , 
g4= [½(Y-  x ) ' - Y  2 + Y +  x ( 3 y -  2 x -  2)] 
+ ½ [ ( y - x ) 3 - 3 y 2 + 2 y + x ( ( x - y ) 2 - y ) ] o P H .  (5.5) 
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Suppose S >> m~, then 
oP H= - 1+ oM--~w O2pHH = 1 + oM----~w. (5.6) 
Thus g3 vanishes in this case. There is accordingly no constant cross section in this 
regime, the total cross section falls like ln(0)/o, as stated in sect. 3. Also, in eq. (5.4), 
the terms are arranged so that in the high-energy limit, the first term has a larger 
contribution than the second term, etc. 
The asymptotic behavior for the process W L - W ~ N N  can be obtained by 
simply interchanging x and y in eqs. (5.3) through (5.6). 
6. Equivalence theorem 
From the equivalence theorem [5], we learned that in the high-energy limit, 
E >> M w, the S-matrix for some longitudinally polarized vector-bosons and other 
physical particles is the same, up to a phase factor, as that obtained by replacing 
each longitudinally polarized vector boson by its corresponding unphysical Higgs 
scalar, i.e. 
w ~ - - ,  ¢ -+ , 
z o _~ ~,0. 
Motivated by the above theorem, we calculate the total cross section of the 
corresponding unphysical Higgs scalar scattering processes. It serves as a good 
check on our scattering amplitudes obtained in the appendix in the limit S >> M 2. 
For this reaction, q~-q~+---, L - L  +, we adopt the same notation as in eqs. (5.1) to 
(5.3). In the high energy limit, S >> M 2, the total cross section is expressed as 
with  
rr°t2w [Fl~ t + F2~ P + F3P H + F4PHH], (6.1) a = ---~-- 
1 
F1 = _ ¼ ( x  2 + y 2 ) +  ~ [ y x ( 1  + 2 x - y )  + y 2 _ x 3 ] ,  
F2= - ½ ( x 2 - x y +  y2 )  - t ~x + 2J4, 
1 2[t x+y, yx,2)] F 3 = - g ( m n / M w )  y - ( x + y ) / 3 p +  - - x  ~ t  , 0 
~ ( m n / M w )  oy,8 v . (6 .2 )  F 4 ~ _  1 4 3 
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This agrees with the results in ref. [4], where they start from an effective lagrangian 
[10] for a spontaneous symmetry-breaking Goldstone-boson sector. In eq. (6.1), we 
group terms in such a way as to see the effect of the Higgs propagator. 
Comparing eqs. (5.4) with (6.1), we immediately find out that they do not agree 
for arbitrary Higgs mass if Higgs width is included as eq. (5.2). However, if 
S >> m 2, they are indeed in good agreement. This can be easily shown by using eq. 
(5.6). Thus, caution is due when using the equivalence theorem unless the width of 
Higgs can be neglected. 
As an example, consider the processes W L W~ ~ L + L + and ~ -  0 +--* L + L ++. Here 
L+ stands for a right-handed L . The difference between these two amplitudes in 
the high-energy limit is 
ig2) mLP imHFH (6.3) 
M~ 2 --  S + m 2  - -  i m H F H  " 
It does not vanish for non-zero m L or  / 'H.  
The correct way to include Higgs width is to consider one-loop corrections to the 
above processes. As long as only the tree-level results are considered, we can not tell 
which one of them should be taken in the region where they are different. Note the 
interesting point that if one puts S = m 2 in eq. (6.3), the difference between the two 
methods is independent of F H. 
7. Heavy lepton production via a proton-proton collider 
From sect. 5, we see that the total cross section for heavy lepton pair production 
via WW fusion in the high-energy limit grows like (mL/Mw) 4 at fixed c.m. energy 
of WW. This leads to a larger cross section for larger m L. WW fusion then becomes 
an important  mechanism to produce heavy leptons. We have used the effective W 
approximation [1] to obtain the cross section o(pp ~ L ~ 2 X  ), here L ~ 2  = L L ÷, 
N N  or L N. Since our numerical results agree with Dawson and Willenbrock [4] 
within a factor of 2, we will not show any figures here. Instead we remark that our 
analytical results agree with Dawson and Willenbrock [4], apart from differences 
due to our use of longitudinal W's versus their use of the equivalence theorem, as 
discussed in sect. 6, but disagree with 'Eboli et al. [4]. In order to make eq. (3.5) in 
Dawson and Willenbrock [4] valid for m N = 0, one should replace ( m [ -  rn~) by 
( m [  - rn~ + 2M2w) in A 1, and (rn~ - m~) by (rn~ - m[ + 2M2w) in A2. 
As stated in sects. 4, 5 and 6, we checked our amplitudes in two limits. One limit 
is for m N = 0 and rn L = 0, which gives us the correct cross sections for e - e  ÷-~ 
W W ÷ and e - e ÷ ~  Z°Z ° [9]. Another limit is checked by examining the asymp- 
totic behavior of the total cross sections. In this limit our results agree with those 
obtained from both the equivalence theorem [5] and the effective lagrangian [4,10] 
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Fig .  3. C r o s s  sec t ion  o ( W ( W ~ - ~  L L +) versus  Ec. m for  m L = 300 GeV,  m N = 0  a n d  m H = 1.5 TeV. 
T h e  sol id  l ine is f r o m  the exac t  ca lcu la t ion .  The  d o t - d a s h  l ine is f r o m  the effective l a g r a n g i a n  [4,10].  
for heavy lepton production, if it is off the Higgs resonance. However, our 
constituent cross sections do not agree with theirs when near the Higgs resonance. 
We give some numerical comparisons for m H = 1.5 TeV in fig. 3. 
8. Heavy lepton production via a electron-positron collider 
In this section, we wish to examine the heavy lepton production in an e e + 
collider, although it is not yet known whether TeV electron linear colliders can be 
built. We will use the effective W method to exmaine the cross section o ( e - e + ~  
ve~eL L+), and compare it with a ( e - e + ~  L-L+) .  
The total cross section versus lepton mass at e e + c.m. energy ~ - =  4 TeV for 
both m n = 0.1 and 1 TeV is shown in fig. 4. The cross section for this process is 
much smaller than 10 38 cm 2 for ~ -  = 2 TeV. For instance, it is about 3 × 10 -3 pb 
at m L = 2 0 0  GeV and m H = I  TeV, while the cross section of e e + - ) L - L  + is 
about 4.4 × 10-3 pb. 
9. Comments 
This paper has given the complete set of amplitudes for WW ~ LL. They were 
used to compute some cross sections in pp, p~ and e - e  + collisions. Although the 
cross sections are large enough to give many events at some hadron colliders, we 
have not considered here the separate and model-dependent questions of how the 
heavy leptons decay and whether they can be detected. We leave these to future 
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Fig. 4. Cross section versus the charged lepton mass at Ec..1 ' = 4 TeV and my = 0. Dot-dash (solid) line 
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studies.  In  addi t ion ,  we found that  the equivalence theorem does not  give the same 
resul ts  as ca lcula t ing with longi tudinal  W's  near  the Higgs resonance.  Wi thou t  
inc lud ing  the Higgs width  via a one- loop calculat ion,  it is not  poss ible  to decide  
which  is more  appropr i a t e  for compar i son  with experiments .  
The  au thor  would  like to thank Professor G. Kane  for his suggestions, advice and 
guidance .  H e  also apprecia tes  helpful  conversat ions  with Dr. G. Passarino.  This 
work  was suppo r t ed  in par t  by  the US Depa r tme n t  of Energy. 
Appendix 
The helicity amplitudes of VIV 2 -~ LIE 2 
A.1. W W+--~L k + 
Fo l lowing  the no ta t ion  in subsects. 4.1 and 4.2, we can write eq. (4.5) as 
1 1 
A 1 =  P + ( 1 , 2 ) +  P (1 ,2 ) ,  e < < l .  (A.1)  
2 P  2 P e  
O u r  mat r ix  e lement  is def ined so that  
do g4 p 
d c o s 0  - 32~rS /< IMI2" 
(A.2)  
C.-P. Yuan / W W  ~ LL, 15 
D e n o t e  
v = - 1 + 4 sinZOw, 
Mh x~x2 = M ( ~ I ,  ~2 ,  h i ,  h 2 )  ( A . 3 )  lh2 
W e  d e f i n e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  v a r i a b l e s  
a t = E + P ,  a 2 = E - P  , a 3 = E + K  , a a = E - K  , a s = K + P  , 
a6 = K -  P ,  a T =  P + K C o ,  as  = P -  K C o ,  a9 = K + P C o ,  alo = K -  P C o ,  
a l l  = P S a ,  a12 = P S  ff , a l  3 = K S  0 , a14 = K C  0 , a15 = P ,  a l6  = E ,  
a17 = v E  + P ,  a18 = v E  - P ,  a19 = 2 r E ,  a2o = 2 v 2 E S o ,  a21 = 2 v K S o ,  
a22 = 2 v 2 K ,  a23 = 2 v P S o ,  a24 = p + 2 K C  o, a25 = p - 2 K C o ,  
a26 = K + E C o ,  a27 = K -  E C o ,  a28 = K ,  
b I = 2 P E ,  b 2 = P E S e ,  b 3 = PES~, b4 = P E C o S o ,  t,5 = 2 K E ,  
1)6 = 2 K E S o ,  b 7  = v 2 K E ,  b8 = 2 v P K S o  ' b 9  = E 2 _ p 2 ,  b l  ° = b l  4 _ 4 p 2 ,  
b l l  = b14 + 2 P K ,  b12 = b14 - 2 P K ,  b13 = 2 0 2 E  2 , b14 = K 2 + E 2 , 
b15 = K 2 _ E 2 ' b16 = K 2 _ 3 E  2 ' b i t  = 2 o p 2 S o ,  
c I = K E  2, c 2 = 2 P K  2, c 3 = 4 v E P 2 S ~ ,  c a = P E 2 C o ,  
c 5 = p E 2 S  2 ' c 6 = p E 2 C o S o ,  
d I = 1 + Co ,  d 2 = 1 - Co,  d 3 = S o ,  
e 1 = 4 v p 2 E 2 C o S o ,  e 2 = 2 P E 3 C o S e ,  
d 4 = 1 + v 2 , 
a n d  
f l = v ' 2 - M w ,  f 2 = M ~ ,  f 3 = 4 C w  2,  f 4 = q ~ f 3 M z ,  
1 1 1 
U L = - U + m  2 '  U N = - U + m ~ '  T L -  - - T + m 2 L  ' 
4S2w 1 1 
S A  = - -  S ' S w  - S + M 2 '  S z  = - S + M 2 '  SH = 
f~ = f 3  M 2  , 
1 
- T + m  2 '  
- S + m 2 -  i m H F  n ' 
( A . 4 )  
16 c.-P. Yuan / ww---, LL, 
S, T and U are the Mandelstam variables. F H is the full width of the Higgs particle, 
M w (Mz) is the vector-boson W-+( Z °) mass, E =  ~/S/2, and 0 is the angle 
between L -  and W -  in WW center-of-mass frame. 
21 of the 36 helicity amplitudes are shown below. The remaining 15 helicity 
amplitudes can be obtained from these using the symmetry properties, c.f. eq. (4.10). 
+ + _  
M + + -  m L [  aa,(  S A -- v S z )  Slaa,5 + TN(aa2 + a 6 d l ) / 2  ] , 
M+_+_ = r n L [ a t 4 ( S a  - v S z )  - S H a I ,  + Ty(a~2 - a s d 2 ) / 2 ] ,  
++__ __ SAb6 /2  + - T N a l a l o d 3 / 2  m -  S z a 1 3 a 1 8  , 
++-- SAb6 /2  - T N a 2 a l o d 3 / 2  M _  - + Sza13a17 
- - + _ _  + __ + _ _  
M + -  M + + -  M + + -  - - m L T N a l J 2 ,  -- T N a l l a l d l / 2 ,  M ; 2 =  T N a l l a j J 2 ,  
M + +  = T y a l l a l d 2 / 2 ,  M ++ -- - T N a l t a 2 d l / 2 ,  
f t M + + - ° + - m L [ b 6 ( S A - v S z ) +  T y ( a 4 a 1 3  - a3a11 - 2b4)/2] ,  
f lM°+_ = m L [ b 6 ( S  A - v S z )  + T y ( a 4 a 1 3  + a3ala - 2b4)/2] ,  
0 __ 
f l M + + -  m L [ - b 6 ( S a -  v S z )  TN(a3a13 + a4al l  - 2b4)/2 ] . 
f~M°_2 = m r , [ - b 6 ( S a -  v S z )  - T N (  a3a13 - a4a H - 2b4)/2] ,  
f l M  ° + =  2 S A q d  I - S z b s a l , d  I + T y a l (  a n a 6 d l / 2  + b3), 
0 + _ _  
f l M  + _ -  - 2SACld 2 + Szb5a17d 2 + T N a 2 ( - a 4 a s d 2 / 2  + b3), 
f l M ° - +  = 2SACld 2 - S z b s a l s d  2 + Tr~al( a 3 a s d 2 / 2  - b3) , 
0 - _ _  
f i M + _ -  - 2SAc ld  I + Szbsa17d 1 + TNa2(-a3a6d1/2 - b3), 
f 2 M  ° °  = m L [ a14b16( SA - v S z )  - Slaa,sb14 + T y ( -  asb15 - 2c5)/2 ] , 
f2 M ° °  = _ SAb6bl6 /2  + Sza13atsb16 - T N a l [ a l 3 ( b l 5  - b l ) /2  + C6], 
f 2 M +  00_ = _ SAb6bl6 /2  + Sza l3a lTbl6  - TNa  2 [a13(b15 + b l ) /2  + c6]. 
A.2. Z°Z° ~ L-L + 
Use the same definitions (A.2)-(A.4), and define 0 to be the angle between L 
and Z °. 
C.-P. Yuan / W W ~  LL 17 
21 of the 36 helicity amplitudes are given below. The remaining 15 helicity 
ampli tudes can be obtained from these using the symmetry properties, c.f. eq. (4.10). 
2f3M++--mL++-- [UL(a28d4d2 + a x 2 d  4 - 2a15d2) --  8SHa15  
+ TL(a28dnd 1 + al2d 4 -- 2a15dl) ] ,  
2f3M_+_ += m e [UL(-a28d4d1  + a l 2 d  4 - 2 a 1 5 d l )  - 8SHa15  
+ Z L ( - a 2 8 d 4 d  2 + a12d 4 - 2 a l s d 2 ) ] ,  
2 f 3 M _  + + =  U L ( b 4 d  4 + b 6 d 4 / 2  - a 2 3 a 9 )  + T L ( b a d  4 -  b 6 d 4 / 2  + a e 3 a l o  ) , 
2f3M++_ += UL(bad 4 + b6d4/2 + a23a9) + TL(bad4 - b6d4/2 - -  a23alo),  
2f3M~_ +=  2 f3M~+=  - - m L ( Z  L + UL)a12d4, 
2AM- = (VL + VL)dl(-b d4 + b 7), 
2AM+ += (VL +  L)d (b d4 + 
2f3M_+~ = (TL + Ui . )d2(b2d , - hi7), 
2 f 3 M  +- = ( T  L + UL) dl(  - b2d 4 - b~7), 
2f4 M ° + =  mL[UL(2b2d  2 - a20a9 + a21as) + T L ( -  2b2d1 + a20alo + a21as)] ,  
2f4M°_+_ = m L [ U L ( - 2 b 2 d  1 - a20a 9 + a21a6) + TL(2b2d 2 + a20alo + a21a6) ] , 
2faM°~_ = m L [UL(2b2dl + a20a 9 + a21a6) + T L ( -  2b2d 2 - a20alo + a21a6) ] , 
2f4M°__ = m L [ U L ( - 2 b 2 d  2 + a20a 9 + a21a5) + TL(2b2d 1 - a20alo + a21as) ] , 
2f4M°_ + =  UL(-al5blld4dl - a22b9d I + 2c5d 4 - c 3 -[- al9dl a2) 
+ T L ( - a l s b x 2 d 4 d  1 + a22b9d 1 + 2c5d4--C 3 -[- a19dla26), 
o+ 
2 f 4 M + _ =  U L ( - a x s b x 2 d n d  2 + a22bgd2 + 2csd 4 + c 3 - ax9d2 a 2 )  
+ Z L ( - a l s b l l d 4 d  2 - a22b9d 2 + 2c5d a + c 3 - a l 9 d 2 a ~ )  , 
2 f 4 M ° +  = UL( aasbxzd4d 2 - a22bgd 2 - 2c5d 4 + c 3 - a19d2a 2) 
-}- T L ( a l 5 b l l d 4 d 2  q- a2269d 2 - 2 c 5 d  4 -[- c 3 - a19d2a2 ) , 
18 C.-P. Yuan / W W ~  LL 
2 f4M°-_  ~ UL(ax5blxd4dl + a2269dl - 2c5d 4 -  c 3-~- ax9dl a2)  
"b r L ( a15612d4dx - a2269d 1 - 2 c 5 d  4 - c 3 q- a19dla 2) ,  
2fsM+°°+ ~ m L [ u L ( - a x 4 b 1 4 d 4 -  2c5d 4-[- b13a24- c2) - 8SHa15bx4 
+ rL(a14614d 4 - -  2c5d 4 + b13a25 - c2)], 
2fsM_°°+ = U I . ( - e 2 d 4  + b6blo/2 + el - bsb16 + bTbx6d3) 
+ T L ( - e z d  4 - b6blo /2  + el + bsb16 - bvb16d3),  
2fsM °°+ = UL( - e2d 4 + b6blo/2 - e 1 + b8b16 + bvb16d3) 
+ T I . ( -  ezd 4 - b6b10/2 - e I - bsb16 - bvb16d3). 
A.3. W W + ~ N N  
Use the same definitions (A.2)-(A.4), and define 0 to be the angle between N and 
W .  
21 of the 36 helicity amplitudes are given below. The remaining 15 helicity 
amplitudes can be obtained from these using the symmetry properties, c.f. eq. (4.10). 
M++= m N [  UL ( a6d 2 + a 1 2 ) / 2 -  SHa15 - Sza14], 
M+_+_= m N [ U L ( - - a 5 d l  + a12)/2 -- S H a 1 5 -  Sza14] , 
M++=+ ULala9d3/2  + Szala13 
++ Ui a2a9d3/2  + Sza2a13, mq_ ~ 
- + _  + - _  - + _  - U i a t a n d l / 2  M ++-  M +- - -mNULal2 /2 ,  M _ -  
M+ - - U L a 2 a l l d l / 2 ,  / M7_~= U L a 2 a l l d J 2 .  M+__.. = U i a l a n d J 2 ,  + 
0+__ flM++- mN [UL(b2d2- a3asa3/2) - Szb6], 
f ~ M ° ~  = m y  [ -  UL(b2d 1 + a3a6d3/2)  - Szb6], 
f l M ° - +  = m N [ U L ( b 2 d  I q- a 4 a 6 d 3 / 2 )  + Szb6]  , 
f l  M ° - =  m N [  UL (-b2d,~ + a4asd3 /2 )  + Szb6], 
0+__ f l M _ + - -  U L a l ( - a 3 a s d l / 2  + b3) - S z a l b s d l ,  
0+__ f i M  + - ULa2( a 3 a 6 d J 2  + b3) + Sza2bsd2 ,  
f lM°-+ = U L a l ( -  a4a6d2/2  - b3) - Sza lbsd2 ,  
0 _ f l M  + - ULa2( a 4 a s d l / 2  - b3) + Sza2bsd~ , 
f 2 M  +°°+ = - m y  [UL(b l sa7 /2  + c5) + SHb14a15 + Sza14b16] , 
f2M~_+ = U L a l [ - c  6 + a13(b15- b l ) /2  ] + Szala13b16, 
oo f 2 M + _  = U L a 2 [ - - c  6 + a13(b15 + b l ) / 2  ] + Sza2a13b16.  
C-P. Yuan / W W ~  LL 19 
A.4. Z°Z ° --* NN 
Use the same definitions (A.2)-(A.4), and define 0 to be the angle between N 
and Z °. 
21 of the 36 helicity amplitudes are given below. The remaining 15 helicity 
amplitudes can be obtained from these using the symmetry properties, c.f. eq. (4.10). 
f3 M + + -  + + -  ~ [ V ~ ( a d ~  + ~ )  - 4S.a~ + r~f~d~ + a~)] 
f~M_+_+ = mN[U~( - -~d~  + a~2) -- 4 S . ~ ,  + r~(  -a~d~ + a ~ ) ] .  
+ + - -  _ _  - -  f 3 M  + - a l d 3 ( U N a  9 TNalO) f M  + + -  ' .*3 --- a2d3(UNa9 TNalO) 
• 3 '~ M-+++=.,3e M +--++_ - mN(UN + TN)al2,  .[3 M -+_+= - - ( U N +  TN)a~a~d~ 
f3M~_i += (UN + TN)a2a~d  2, f3M+_-+ = (U N + TN)a~aHd e, 
M + - TN)a2al ld l ,  /~ + _ -  - - (VN+ 
f4M++_mNo+ _ [UN(2b2d 2 _ a3asd3 ) + TN ( _ 2 b 2 d  t + a4asd3)] 
f4 MO+= m N [ U N ( - - 2 b 2 d  1 -- a3a6d3) + TN(2b2d 2 + a4a6d3)] , 
m O -  _ , f4 ++= mN[UN(2b2dl + a4a6d3) + r N ( - 2 b z a z  a3aed3)] 
f4 M O - =  M N [ U N ( - 2 b 2 d 2  + a4a,d3)  + TN(Zb2dl - a3asd3)] ,  
f4M°_++ = Urva~(-a3asdl + 2b3) + TNa~( a4a6d~ + 2b3), 
f 4M o+ - UNa2(a3a6d 2 + 263) + TNa~( -a4asd2  + 2b3), + _ . - -  
f,~M°-~ = U N a , ( - a 4 a 6 d  2 - 2b3) + LNf/l(a3a5d2 -- 2b3) , 
ysM~++ = _ mN[Vr~(btsa 7 + 2cs) + 4Srtbl,~als + TN(blsa 8 + 2c5)],  
M oo f~ _+ = VNa~(--Zb2a26 + ,~t31,~,) + rNad2bza :7  -- , ~b t~ ) ,  
fsM+ °°_ = V .az (2bzaz7  + a13bls ) + TNa2(-262a26 - -  fl13b15) . 
20 
A.5. W - Z °  --+ L 
C.-P. Yuan / WW-.-+ LL 
Following the notation in subsects 4.1 and 4.2, we can write eq. (4.5) as 
1 1 
A 1 =  ~ P + ( 1 , 2 ) + - - P e N  ( 1 , 2 ) ,  e < < l ,  (A .5 )  
with 
N =  [ 2 ( E 1 E 2 + p 2 - - m L m N ) ]  1/2 (A .6 )  
P and K are as defined in eq. (4.1). El, E2, E 3 and E 4 a r e  L , N, W and Z ° 
energies, respectively. 0 is the angle between L and W -  in WZ c.m. frame. In 
addition to eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), we define the following var iab les  
= a 2 - -  a 2 9 S w / / f w ,  a 3 - = a l  2a29 ' _ 2 = ( E  3 E 4 ) C w ,  a 4 = P ,  a 5 = vP, a 6 P S  if, 
a 7 = 2E> a 8 = K C o ,  a 9 = 2Cwa 8, alo = 2va 8, a l l  = 2 C w K S  o, a12 = K + E 4 
a13 = K -  E4,  a14 = K + E 3, a l s  = K -  E 3 ,  a16 = P + E l ,  a17 = P - Ex, 
als = E 1 + P C  o ,  a19 = E 1 - P C o ,  a20 = a 1 6  - -  E 4 ,  a21 = a16 - -  E 3 ,  
a22 = a17 + E 4 ,  a23 = a17 + E 3 ,  a24 = PS o, a25 = K C w ,  a26 = K ,  a27 = E 3 ,  
a28 = E 4 ,  a29 = ~ - ,  a30 = E 9 - E 4 ,  a31 = E 3 + vK, a32 = E 3 - vK, 
a33 = E 4 + v K ,  a34 = E 4 - v K ,  a35 = P + Ez,  a36 = P - E2,  
b 1 = m L a 3 5  + m N a l T ,  b2 = m L m  N -- a16a35 , b3 = m L m  N -- a l T a 3 6  , 
b 4 = m L a 3 6  + r e n a l 6 ,  b5 = E1a14 + Pa31 ,  b6 = E1a15 + Pa32 ,  b7 = E~a15 - Pa32  , 
bs : E l a 1 4  - P a 3 1 ,  b9 = M 2 ,  b lo  = M2z, b l l  = P K  q- E t a 3 3  , b12 = P K  - E l a 3 3  , 
b13 = P K  + E l a 3 4  , b14 = P K -  E1a34  , b15 = K 2, b16 = E 3 E 4 ,  b i t  = - b 9 ,  
b18= PE4, b19= vPE4, b2o= 2PE3, b21= 2PE3Co, b22= 2 P E 3  Sff, 
b23 = 2 P E 4 C o ,  b24 = 2 P E 4  S2,  b25 = K 2 + E 3 E  4, 
b26 = _ b l o  q- 2 E I E 4 ,  b27 = - b  9 - b l o  - a29 ,  b28 = 2 P a 2 9  , b29 = E t a 3 0  , 
b3o = c ( - b l o -  2 E 1 E 3 )  , Cl = 2 P E 3 E 4 ,  c2 = c l C o ,  c3 = c l S ~ ,  
c a = E 3 b t o  + 2 E 1 K z ,  d 1 = 1 + C o ,  d 2 = 1 - C o ,  d 3 = So,  d a = 1 - v ,  
= v q N ,  k = 2 M w N ,  f3 = 2 a 4 z N ,  f4 = ? 2 M w M z N ,  
C.-P. Yuan / WW ~ LL 21 
and 
1 1 1 TN- 1 1 . (A.7) 
SW-_S+M¢, V L = 4 C w _ U + m [ ,  2Cw-r+m  
The 36 helicity amplitudes are shown below 
fxM++ ~ = bl[ S w (  a2 + a 9 + a3) + UL(-dnd2al2  + 2d2a16-  daa6) 
+ TN(d , (av ,  - o16 ) + a 6 )  ] , 
flM+_+_= b 4 [ S w ( - O  2 + a 9 -  03)  -+- UL(d4dxax2[- 2 d i a l 7 -  d4a6) 
+ T N ( - d 2 ( a l 4 +  a17 ) + a6 )  ] , 
f lM++ = b, IS w (a2 + a9 + a3) + UL(d4d,a13 + 2dial6 - d4a6) 
+ r N ( - d 2 ( a l s + a 1 6 )  + a6 ) ]  , 
f l M _ 2  = b 4 [ S w ( - a 2  + a 9 - a3) + UL(-dad2a ,3  + 2d2a,v - d4a6) 
+ T y ( d t ( a 1 5 -  at7 ) + a6)] ,  
++_ UL(d,a4+ a 7+  asd2) + rN(a14-- a18)] f l M _ + -  b2d 3 [2Swa2s + d4a12 - 
++-- UL ( d2aa - daa12 + a v + a s d l )  - T N ( a t a - -  a l s ) ]  f l M + _ -  b3d 3 [ - 2Swa2s + 
f i g - +  = bzd3[2Swazs + U L ( - d 2 a a  + d4a13 + a 7 --  a5dl) + TN(al5 + a 1 9 ) ]  , 
UIM + ----- b3d3[ -  2Swa25 + U L ( - d l a  ` - -  d4a13 - a 7 - asd2) - TN( als + a l g ) ]  , 
fxM++=f~M++ = bta6(ULd4 - TN), fxM2++ = b2a24d1(- ULd 4 + T N ) ,  
f lM++= b2a2,,d2(ULd a -  TN) , f~M+ += b3a24d2(- ULd4 + r y ) ,  
M +- f~ - =  b3az4dt(ULd4- TN) , ¢ M - + - ¢  M +-_  b4a6(ULd,~- TN) , J1 - - - - J 1  - -  
f2MO++= bld3[Swa2sal + UL(d4(a,2a14 + b21 ) - 2bs) 
+ T N ( b  9 - a17026 - 016027 - b21)] , 
f 2 M °  + =  b4d3[awa25al + fL(da(al2al4 + b21) - 268) 
+ T N ( b  9 + a16a26 + a17a27 - b21)] , 
22 C-P. Yuan / WW---, LL 
f2 M °  = b4d3[ -  Swa25al + UL ( d4( a13a15 - b21 ) + 2b6) 
+ T N ( b  9 -  a16a26 + a17a27+ b21)] ,  
f 2 M ° +  = b x d 3 [ - S w a 2 5 a  I + UL(d4(a13a15- -  b21 ) + 267)  
+ r N ( b  9 + a17a26 - a16027 q t- b21)] , 
0 + _  f2 M + -  b z d l [ - S w a 2 s a a  UL(d4a12a14 + 2a14aa7-  dab2od2) 
- TN(b  + a 6al  + b o4)], 
f 2 M  o+ - b3d 2 [ - Swa25a 1 - VL ( d4a12a14 - 2a14a16 + d4b2od,) + - -  
- r (b9 - 017<  - 
f 2 M ° +  = b2d2 [ -Swa25a1  + UL(d4a13a,5-  2 a l s a 1 7 -  d,b20dl)  
+ TN(b 9 -- a16a14 + b20d,)] ,  
f z M ° -  = b3d 1 [ - S w a 2 s a l  + UL ( daa13als + 2alsa16 + d4b20d2) 
+ TN(b 9 + al7Ol. - -  bzod2)],  
f3g++ ° = bld3[ Swa25a~ + UL( d4( blo + b23) - 2 ( b n  + b18)) 
+ T N ( a l 2 a l 4  + a17a26 -- a16028 -- b23)] , 
f3M+_ ° - = b4d 3 [Swa25al + UL(d4(bm + b23) + 2(b l  z + b18)) 
+ TN(O12al4 -- a16026 + 017028 -- b23)] , 
U3M7_ ° = b4d3[ - Swa25al + UL ( da( bl 0 - b23 ) - 2(b13 - b18)) 
+ Ty(a l3a l s  + a 1 6 a 2 6  -[- a17a28 + b23)] , 
f3M+ +-o = bid3 [ _ _  Swa25a 1 + UL(d4(b l  ° _ b23) + 2(bl  a _ big)) 
+ TN(a13als -- a,Ta26-- a16a28 + b23) ] , 
+0 f3M_+ = b2d2[ Swa2sal  + UL ( d4( bm + 2blsdl )  + 2(b12 + b19)) 
+ TN(a12(a14 + a,7) -- 2b18d1) ] 
C.-P. Yuan / WW~ LL 
f3 M + °  : b3dl[Swa25a I + UL(d4(b lo-  2b18d2) - 2(b11 + 619)) +-- 
+ VN(ax2(a14- a16/+ 2618d2)], 
U3M - °  = 6~a1[Swa25a1- ~:L(d,(610 + 2618d~/- 2(613- 619)) 
-- TN(a13(a15 -- a17 ) - -  2b18d2) ] ,  
f3M +° = b3dz[ Swa25a I - UL( d4(blo - 2b18dl)  + 2 ( b i n  - b19)) 
- r N ( a 1 3 ( a 1 5  + a16 ) + 2b18dl )  ] , 
f4m~++ = 61 [ S w (  b2s( a2 de_ a3 ) + a9b27/2) 
"[- UL(d4(a8(626 -}- b20)  q- c3 - c4 - c1 )  + a16(a10a29 + 2b2s)) 
+ TN(a8(b17  - a17030) - c 3 - blsa22 + b 1 6 a 2 3 ) ]  , 
f4M ~_ = b 4 [ S w ( - b 2 5 ( a 2 + a 3 )  + a 9 b 2 7 / 2  ) 
+ UL(d4(a8(b26 - b20) + c3 + c,4 - Cl) + a 1 7 ( - a 1 0 a 2 9  + 2b25)) 
+ Ty(a8(617 + a16a30 ) -- c 3 -- blsa20 + b16a21)] , 
f4M°°+ = bzd3[ Swa25b27 + UL (-d4c2 + a26(b26 - b28 - 630)) 
+ TN(C 2 + a26(b17 - b28/2  + b29)) ] , 
f4 M+ °°- = b3d3 [ - S w  a 25b2v + UL(dac 2 - a 26 (b26 + b28 - b30)) 
+ T N ( - - c  2 -- a26(b17 + b28/2  + b29)) ] • 
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